THE PRODUCT BLUEPRINT

T H E PAT H F O R W A R D :
HOW TO RUN A PRODUCT
BLUEPRINT SESSION

THE PRODUCT BLUEPRINT
Your ability to identify market opportunities, build
solutions, and take them successfully to market is
driven by your product operations.
This deck offers a way to rally your team around
improving product operations.

If you haven’t yet read about the background of the Blueprint, please pause here and check out
our Product Blueprint intro deck or our two introductory blog posts: the concept & the details.

THERE ARE FOUR STEPS TO
SMARTER PRODUCT FOCUS

Understand the playing field
Assess the conditions
Project the opportunity
Act
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Understand the playing field
Assess the conditions
Project the opportunity

Gauge the impact these remaining
disciplines could have on your
business and prioritize by leverage

Act

(enough said)
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This deck will review a structure for that overall playing field,
offer two methods of assessment, and a prioritization matrix.
The output will be a vetted shortlist of the
highest potential impact areas that you can immediately jump on.

NOTE: THIS ISN’T
ROCKET SCIENCE.
While the process may seem overly simple,
teams run into the same roadblocks again
and again that prevent success:
A. Lack of specific intention to
pause for the broader view
B. Lack of common vocabulary
and frame of reference
C. Lack of collaboration
B we can give you today.
A & C are on you, with our encouragement.
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This Product Blueprint provides a ready
reference to have such dialog on the team.
Again, it could be reframed many ways, and feel
free to adapt it as your team sees fit, but we
find setting aside semantic differences and
simply starting with the framework as is can be
extremely effective in creating momentum and
getting the focus on substance over structure.

These three areas represent the full
lifecycle of product and the many tools
and techniques used throughout

These two areas represent the foundational
elements that most often allow the work of
great product to come forth.

Discipline-level
detail
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Now it’s time to understand how your
organization is performing.
Product operations is a holistic organism, thus it
is most useful to address all five areas together.
There’s still no shortcut to good thinking, so the
quality of your output will come from the quality
(and candor) of your input.

T W O W AY S
TO ASSESS
1. LIGHTWEIGHT: Have all team members use the
multiple-choice tool we’ve built and a product
leader can analyze the results and prioritize
2. IN-DEPTH: Schedule a 2-3 hour live session where
the team can discuss the prompts and complete
the prioritization matrix in real-time

LIGHTWEIGHT APPROACH
Our 20-question online tool takes 8-12 minutes to complete and
will yield an overall product grade and individual discipline scores.
We offer the individual assessments for free, so you can collect results from your team as you see fit.
If of interest, we also offer a paid team assessment where we create a custom survey, collect and
aggregate the results, and provide a summary report with benchmarking and recommendations.
As a product leader, you can then analyze the results as you see fit
and decide if you need any reallocation of resources.

IN-DEPTH APPROACH
We recommend setting aside at least a 2-hour block if possible to ensure
time to get into the details of each discipline. If each team member has
completed the online tool beforehand, it can be even quicker.

IN-DEPTH APPROACH
Use the question prompts on the following slides to guide the discussion.
If a discipline is already great at your
company, or improvement would not
be meaningful to the organization at
this time, move to the next one.

If the group feels a topic has real
room for improvement, flag it.
Don’t gauge that potential yet,
we’ll get there in the next step.

Go through each discipline until you have your list to move forward with.

ENVIRONMENT
‣ Culture: Do we embrace decision-making with openness, empathy and humility?
‣ Collaboration: Are our interactions with our colleagues and our partners driven by a

respectful, balanced and efficient sense of collaboration?
‣ Values: Does our organization act through a meaningful set of commonly shared values,

while we individually both trust and empower each other?

ORGANIZATIONAL DYNAMICS
‣ Structure: Are the organizational structure and the talent within capable of and

accountable for producing high quality work?
‣ Leadership: Does leadership really understand and actively support product within our

organization?
‣ Resources: Is there adequate financial and developmental support for the product

function to execute at a sustainably high level?
‣ Communication: Is there transparent, broad and continual dissemination of goals,

learnings and important decisions?

PRODUCT DISCOVERY
‣ Customer Understanding: How developed is our organization’s effort to understand

customers and integrate that knowledge throughout our products?
‣ Market Evaluation: How much effort does our organization invest in continually

understanding the market and the competitive landscape?
‣ Business Planning: Does our organization conduct sufficient research on product viability

and feasibility before starting development?
‣ Product Planning: Are foundational product planning methods (such as personas,

ideation, prototyping, roadmapping, etc.) widely embraced and trained?
‣ Portfolio Management: Does our organization actively monitor the composition,

maintenance and viability of our offerings as a product portfolio?

PRODUCT EXECUTION
‣ Development Methodologies: Do we use development stacks that are appropriate and

ideal for the task at hand? Do our practices allow us to make tough go / no-go decisions?
‣ Design: Is quality product design effectively integrated from prototype to MVP, through

development and launch, and beyond?
‣ Build: Does our organization support robust engineering by translating customer insights

and the solution concept into specific user stories, requirements and testing plans?
‣ Release: Does our release process repeatedly get product out the door on-time, bug-free

and at or above customer expectations?
‣ Feedback Loops: How diligent is our organization in gathering and acting upon a broad

range of product usage data and feedback?

PRODUCT GO-TO-MARKET
‣ Launch Planning: Do our product launches consistently prepare both the product and

our entire supporting staff for successful introduction of the product to market?
‣ Marketing: Do we launch with a meaningful value proposition and a strong marketing

strategy to educate existing customers and convert new prospects?
‣ Sales & Support: Do the product, sales and customer service teams work together to

ensure great customer relationships, from planning to prospecting, from conversion
through retention?

Your output to this step, either by discussion or using our tool, is to identify
the shortlist of disciplines for which you could reap meaningful improvement.
Now it’s time to plot our plan of attack.
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Now we will make some judgments
about the scale and cost of such activities.
This exercise is not about advanced modeling
or NPV calculations, it’s about discussing
relative comparisons of how your organization
currently spends attention and resources.
It’s about (re)discovering the overlooked
needs of your product ecosystem.

If your team has a favorite prioritization scheme,
then stick with what’s comfortable.
Otherwise, we’re big fans of simple:
the impact / effort matrix is perfect here.

btw: if you used our online tool, you already
have some rating and scale information to
help compare current with desired state

The impact / effort matrix views each shortlisted discipline
through a simple lens:
what is the impact that significant
improvement would have on
our product capability
versus

what is the effort that this improvement
would require in time, cost and
difficulty (likelihood of success)

For mapping the disciplines to
the matrix, you can:
…place stickies on the wall
…draw on a whiteboard
…use our digital template

The main goal is to use a visual method
to show and ensure each relative placement.

these are what we are looking for!

impact
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Now is the time all of your other methods and
tactics come back into play, focusing on these
newly identified areas of opportunity.

ONWARD…

Every team will have a different direction from here,
with myriad challenges and difficult decisions.
Just as in running a ship, the details will matter.
Execution of many skills is constantly required.
But if you take the time to revisit the charts, to assess your
course, the results can ensure your efforts are well spent.

CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE AND BLOG FOR MORE:
P R O D U C T M AV E N . C O A N D B L O G . P R O D U C T M AV E N . C O
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